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In springtime on HiRISE images of the Southern polar terrain of Mars flow-like or rheologic features were
observed. Their dark color is interpreted as partly defrosted surface where the temperature is too high for
CO2 but low enough for H2O ice to be present there. These branching streaks grow in size and can move
by an average velocity of up to about 1 m/day and could terminate in pond-like accumulation features.
The phenomenon may be the result of interfacial water driven rheologic processes. Liquid interfacial
water can in the presence of water ice exist well below the melting point of bulk water, by melting in
course of interfacial attractive pressure by intermolecular forces (van der Waals forces e.g.), curvature of
water film surfaces, and e.g. by macroscopic weight, acting upon ice. This melting phenomenon can be
described in terms of “premelting of ice”. It is a challenging consequence, that liquid interfacial water
unavoidably must in form of nanometric layers be present in water ice containing soil in the subsurface
of Mars. It is the aim of this paper to study possible rheologic consequences in relation to observations,
which seem to happen at sites of dark polar dunes on Mars at present. The model in this work assumes
that interfacial water accumulates at the bottom of a translucent water-ice layer above a dark and
insolated ground. This is warmed up towards the melting point of water. The evolving layer of liquid
interfacial water between the covering ice sheet and the heated ground is assumed to drive downward
directed flow-like features on slopes, and it can, at least partially, infiltrate (seep) into a porous ground.
There, in at least temporarily cooler subsurface layers, the infiltrated liquid water refreezes and forms ice.
The related stress built-up is shown to be sufficient to cause destructive erosive processes. The above-
mentioned processes may cause change in the structure and thickness of the covering ice and/or may
cause the movement of dune grains. All these processes may explain the observed springtime growing
and downward extension of the slope streaks analyzed here.

 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Bulk water cannot stably exist at the thermodynamic condi-
tions in a broad range of subzero-temperatures present on Mars.
However, liquid interfacial water must stably exist at these tem-
peratures also in the subsurface of Mars if the soil contains ice
(Möhlmann, 2004) and ice must be present in the uppermost sur-
face due to adsorption and freezing of atmospheric water vapor,
and/or the ice may also be a subsurface relict of earlier water rich
martian epochs. Salts may influence the upper situation, and some
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models suggest water may be ephemerally present (Clow, 1987;
Haberle et al., 2001; Hecht, 2002) or even flow (Motazedian, 2003)
on Mars today.

Liquid interfacial water in the H2O-ice containing parts of the
subsurface of Mars today may be related to physical, chemical,
and eventually also to biological processes (Möhlmann, 2008).
The presence of this interfacial water may be enhanced and ex-
tended to lower temperatures in brines of various salts (Mellon
and Phillips, 2001; Knauth and Burt, 2002) and may help desta-
bilizing slope materials (Kossacki and Markiewicz, 2008). Brass
(1980) analyzed the freezing point of various salt–water sys-
tems on Mars and suggested freezing point may be as low as
225 K. Interesting analogues have been discovered in the Antarc-
tica Dry Valleys with some liquid water related structures, resem-
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bling to martian low latitude slope streaks (Head et al., 2007a,
2007b).

2. Types of ices and frost in the analyzed terrains

It is important to distinguish between the two kinds of ice cov-
ering the martian surface: carbon dioxide ice and water ice. The
structure of these ice types (slab or porous) is not well known,
however it is possible to distinguish between the water and car-
bon dioxide ices on the basis of their spectra, albedo and related
surface temperature together. In this work, we analyzed terrains by
using satellite-born images, and TES albedo and temperature val-
ues. In every case we have indicated, which type of ice is probably
on the surface, and which parameters suggest the presence of that
one, and the absence of the other kind of ice.

Hereafter first we present the observations and description
of polar springtime surface features, where springtime insolation
gives rise to strange features resembling to those caused by a
flowing liquid. In the second part, a theoretical and modeling back-
ground to describe these recent rheological phenomena is given,
which is based on the at least temporary presence of interfacial
water in the uppermost surface layers. Detailed information about
the formation of this interfacial and adsorbed water layer on the
soil grains can be found in the references, here we only present
some basic formulas in connection with the observed structures.

The frost cover and its sublimation play an important role in
the interpretation of our observations. Both water and carbon diox-
ide ice can be present on the martian surface inside the seasonal
caps. At the Northern Polar Region water ice forms a wide annulus
at the perimeter of the receding seasonal carbon dioxide ice cover
(Kieffer and Titus, 2001; Bibring et al., 2005; Schmitt et al., 2005;
Schmitt et al., 2006), partly because it appears from below the
sublimated carbon dioxide seasonal cap and partly because it re-
condenses onto the perimeter of the remaining carbon dioxide ice
(Wagstaff et al., 2008). Opposite to this situation at north, no sim-
ilar water ice annulus was observed at the Southern Polar Region,
only smaller water ice patches (Titus, 2005; Langevin et al., 2006;
Titus, 2008) are present, which appear at the perimeter of the re-
ceding annular carbon dioxide cap, and somewhere they are tens
of kilometers away from the bright permanent cap (Bibring et al.,
2004) in summertime.

These observations can be interpreted, by assuming that a thin
water ice layer below the seasonal carbon dioxide frost is present,
and water ice is left behind the sublimating carbon dioxide ice
cover. Such stratigraphy can be expected from theoretical reasons,
too: when seasonal cooling starts, ice condenses on the surface
first from the cooling atmospheric water vapor, and carbon dioxide
(by its lower frost temperature) condenses later, forming a layered
structure. At the landing site of the Phoenix probe also water ice
frost appeared first with the cooling temperature in autumn (Lunar
and Planetary Laboratory Press Release) as it was too warm there
to see any dry ice. This frost probably formed by direct conden-
sation from the atmosphere, although falling snowflakes were also
observed by LIDAR on Phoenix (NASA Press Release, 2008).

The mentioned above observations and theoretical assumptions
suggest that at polar terrains on Mars, when the temperature is
above the carbon dioxide frost point, and as long as the surface is
still frost covered, this frost is water ice.

3. Appearance of the possible seepage features

We observed dark slope structures emanating from Dark Dune
Spots (DDSs) in the southern terrain on MGS MOC (Horvath et
al., 2001), and MRO HiRISE images. DDSs are a special class of
polar seasonal albedo features, their basic characteristics are the
following: they are round shaped low albedo structures on the
seasonal frost-covered surface of dark dunes, appear late winter,

grow in size and number, and finally disappear with the disap-
pearance of seasonal frost in early summer. They are present in
the Southern hemisphere between 65 and 80 degrees of latitude.
(Although resembling seasonal dark albedo structures are present
in the northern hemisphere too, they are excluded this work.)

The most important features related to DDSs are the elongated
slope streaks (Horvath et al., 2001; Ganti et al., 2003; Szathmary
et al., 2005). These slope structures always start from these spots,
at the analyzed terrain. These spots form special groups among the
various ephemeral seasonal albedo structures on Mars observed by
different authors (Christensen et al., 2005; Kieffer, 2003; Malin and
Edgett, 2000; Piqueux et al., 2003).

DDSs generally show internal structures with a darker (umbra-
like) central part, surrounded by a lighter, outer (penumbra-like)
ring — although there are many irregular shaped spots among
them. Their diameters vary between 5 and 200 m; and have a
yearly reoccurrence to a degree of 50–65%, meaning that about
half of the spots appear very close (in meter scale distance) to the
location of spots from the previous year. Their most interesting as-
pect analyzed in this work is the elongated structures on slopes,
emanating from them.

Dark Dune Spots were analyzed previously on MGS MOC im-
ages (Horvath et al., 2001; Ganti et al., 2003, 2006; Kereszturi et
al., 2007; Szathmary et al., 2007). Based on the comparison of mor-
phology, location and seasonal appearance of seasonal dark spots
on new HiRISE and earlier MOC images, we suggest the dark spots
and slope structures observed in the HiRISE images represent the
same phenomena as earlier noted on MOC images (Fig. 1).

The streaks emanating from these spots, form two groups.
The larger group consists of diffuse, fan shaped streaks, proba-
bly formed by the combination of CO2 geyser activity and winds
(Kieffer et al., 2006) on slopes and horizontal terrains too. The
second group has a confined appearance (we call them confined
streaks hereafter), which evolves during a later seasonal phase.
These are seen only on slopes (Kereszturi et al., 2007, 2008), when
the surface temperature is sufficiently high, and consequently less
or no CO2 ice cover is present.

The temperature values during this later seasonal phase are too
high for the carbon dioxide ice to cover the whole observed area.
Unfortunately the spatial resolution of TES temperature data is not
high enough to observe precisely the area of these dark structures,
so we cannot determine are they free of CO2 ice, but it is highly
probable. If the temperature of a kilometer sized terrain is higher
than the CO2 frost point, then CO2 frost free areas can be expected
to exist. The mentioned above dark features must absorb more
sunlight than their surroundings, so they must be warmer than the
average temperature of the observed area. Because of this and the
earlier observations of stratigraphic relationship of H2O ice below
CO2 ice (see Section 2), it is possible that CO2 ice is absent in the
spots, and water ice left behind because of the above mentioned
layered structure.

On the analyzed HiRISE images both of the upper mentioned
two slope streak groups, the diffuse and the confined were also
identified, as well on MOC images. On HiRISE images the diffuse
streaks turned out to consist of small (0.2–2 m) dark patches that
form a discontinuous fan-shaped structure. These small patches
were visible as coalesced, continuous diffuse fans in the lower res-
olution images of MGS MOC. The confined streaks, seen already
on MGS MOC images, look like continuous dark streaks on HiRISE
images too.

4. Method of slope streak analysis

For the analysis we used HiRISE (MRO), HRSC (MEX), MOC
(MGS) images, with topographic data from MGS MOLA PEDR (Pre-
cision Experiment Data Record) dataset with processing version L
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Fig. 1. Comparison of MOC (top) and HiRISE (middle, bottom) images of the same terrains at different dates, showing the similar phenomenon was observed by MGS and
MRO. Top row shows 300× 300 m insets of MGS MOC image R07-00938 (Ls = 220◦), middle row shows 300× 300 m insets of HiRISE images PSP-003609-1110 (Ls = 232◦)
of the same terrains. In the bottom row 80× 80 m segments are visible in magnified version of the middle row, which locations are indicated by black boxes. North is up,
the Sun illuminates from the left and slopes are tilted toward the left.

(Smith et al., 1999), and temperature data from TES (MGS) mea-
surements (Christensen et al., 1992), using the “vanilla” software.
Temperature data show annual trend, and were derived for day-
time around 2 pm, local true solar time. The surface temperature
values have spatial resolution of around 3 km, so they can be taken
only as a rough approach of the surface temperature of the whole
analyzed dune complex. Another source of uncertainty is that the
temperature values were used only to realize a general annual
trend. These values can be taken as an orienting approach only
to the conditions at the observed locations and dates.

The change of seasonal albedo structures was analyzed on
dunes inside three craters during southern spring: Russell (54S
12E), an unnamed crater (68S 2E), and Richardson (72S 180E). Only

11 of the analyzed HiRISE images of these craters showed confined
slope streaks. Their parameters can be seen in Table 1.

For temperature analysis we used MGS TES bolometer data, ac-
quired in nadir-pointing mode with “vanilla” software. Other data
on martian surface temperatures could be acquired form THEMIS
too, that has better spatial resolution but unfortunately observed
rarely the same terrain.

During the analysis we used the following terms to character-
ize the structures. The term “slope streak” is used here only for
those structures, which are analyzed in this paper, although in the
literature it is generally used for low latitude streaks formed pos-
sibly by the mass wasting process of dust (Aharonson et al., 2003;
Schorghofer et al., 2007; Beyer et al., 2008; Chuang et al., 2007).
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Table 1

Crater Image No. Date Ls

Russell (54S 12E)
2482_1255 2007.02.05 15:52 178.9
2548_1255 2007.02.10 16:00 181.8
2904_1255 2007.03.10 15:57 197.9

Unnamed crater (68S 2E)
3432_1115 2007.04.20 15:55 222.9
3643_1115 2007.05.07 15:51 233.2
3709_1115 2007.05.12 15:56 236.4

Richardson (72S 180E)
3175_1080 2007.03.31 16:08 210.6
3386_1080 2007.04.17 16:04 220.7
3597_1080 2007.05.03 16:00 230.9
3742_1080 2007.05.15 15:49 238.1
3953_1080 2007.05.31 15:42 248.5

Here it is used for elongated structures that stretch in down-
ward direction on slopes, and emanate from DDSs. The term
“movement” was used here for the description of the change in
the location of dark colored surface parts, and that probably, but
not necessarily means the real movement of any material. Theoret-
ically changes in phase or color at neighboring locations can also
manifest in a similar phenomenon. We used the term “flow front”
for the advancing frontal section of these elongated dark slope
structures, toward the direction of their movement. Rheologic term
is also used for the movement of material on the surface or right
below it.

5. Morphology of slope structures

The structures analyzed in this article were observed on dark
dunes inside craters at the southern hemisphere. These dunes are
actually complexes of smaller dune units with size of around 1 km,
and the diameter of one complex is between 10 and 20 km. The
smallest visible topographic structures are ripples on the top of

the upper mentioned structures, with width of 5–20 m. During
the observations the surface was covered with bright frost (at
the beginning CO2, later possibly somewhere only H2O), peppered
with small Dark Dune Spots and the slope features emanated from
them. Analyzing nearly one hundred slope streaks on HiRISE im-
ages, a characteristic sequence of events is visible that follows each
other as the season passes by. The phases of the DDS and related
slope streak changes are:

1. A dark spot appears, at some occasions with fan shaped
streaks emanating from it (it cannot be decided whether the
spot appears first before the fan, or they appear at the same
time).

2. Confined streaks start emanate from DDSs in downward direc-
tion at slopes.

3. The branching pattern of the streaks becomes more devel-
oped and the streaks become longer as time passes by. During
this phase a brighter halo comes visible around both the DDS
and the slope streak, possibly related to some refreezing phe-
nomenon.

4. With the advancement of seasons (towards summer) the dark
parts become gray and gradually reach the dark color of the
whole dune complex.

5. The color/brightness of the whole terrain gets more and more
homogeneous, and finally only small signs of the previously
observed dark albedo markings remain visible.

In the second and third phases of the mentioned above se-
quence, slope streaks are obviously present as dark features elon-
gated downward on the slopes. For the determination of the down-
ward direction, we can use MOLA topography only in the cases of
the largest slopes. In most of the cases, the slope direction was
identified on the basis of the lighting condition, where the sun-
ward slopes were generally brighter than the opposite ones (see
Fig. 2. for examples, where the Sun illuminates from the right,

Fig. 2. Example for characteristic morphology of slope streaks. Left: distinction between fan-shaped (gray) and confined (black) slope streaks based on their appearance and
direction of elongation on an 125 × 125 m part of HiRISE image No. PSP_003175_1080. Right: examples for branching morphology of streaks and accumulated pond-like
termination. The images are visible up and the graphical representations at bottom.
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Fig. 3. Development of two passive streaks (top and bottom rows) on 100× 100 m sections of HiRISE images No. 3432–1115, 3643–1115, 3709–1115 (from left toward right),
acquired at Ls = 222.9, 233.2, 236.4 respectively. Based on the morphology they moved toward the right (toward the elongated part) previously, but currently they show only
darkening and the growth of small segments, which finally coalesce into a continuous streak.

so the brighter slopes are tilted toward the right). Slope streaks
were observed only at those locations where the sloping angle was
high enough to produce obvious brightness differences between
opposite slopes. Based on the analysis of some individual MOLA
measurements, the slope angle was somewhere between 5 and 20
degrees (here the horizontal plane has 0, the vertical 90 degree of
slope angle).

The confined slope streaks always follow the sloping direction,
regardless to the exposure of the slope faces (e.g. north, south,
east, west). No such preferred direction is visible among the dif-
ferently oriented slopes, although it is worth noting that homoge-
neous samples may hardly exist because the dune crests in many
cases are north–south oriented, probably by the general east–west
winds. This suggests that the slope angle value plays stronger role,
than orientation of the slope.

All the confined slope streaks visible in the mentioned above
images emanate from the Dark Dune Spots in downslope direction.
They have characteristic appearance: forming a branching network,
where the smallest branch had a width of 3–6 m. This latter may
be a characteristic value, and it is equal to the average distance
between the small dune ripples, which influence their path like
“channeling”. At many locations individual branches split into two
branches because of obstacle-forming ripples, and there are also
cases where two or more branches coalesce.

6. Movement of slope streaks

We use the term of movement for the downward stretch of the
dark slope streaks emanate from Dark Dune Spots as time passes

by. Regarding the movement of the low albedo slope streaks, we
have observed the following:

• The dark slope streaks always start from the DDSs downward,
regardless the fact, is the DDS situated at the dune crest or on
the slope itself — although more DDSs are present at the top of
a slope than on the slope. No streaks are visible without DDSs
(except for those cases where the DDS, that probably triggered
the streak formation, diminishes during the streak movement,
possibly by some refreezing phenomenon). This means that
the processes, which trigger the formation of slope streaks are
in connection with DDSs. The reason for these processes may
be related to the dark color of the DDS that supports an in-
crease of the temperature.

• All the confined streaks stretch downward on slopes (Horvath
et al., 2009), suggesting that gravity driven effects dominate
the development, opposite to the gas jet process, which forms
fan shaped streaks in various directions.

• The dark colored slope streaks become longer as time passes
by in many cases — while there were slope streaks, which did
not grow during the same period, and did not show any move-
ment. In an earlier work (Horvath et al., 2005) we have shown
that there is a statistical connection between the length of a
slope structure and the size of the original DDS that may be
valid here as well — although the situation seems to be more
complicated for slope streaks.

• The advancing flow front follows the several meter sized
furrow-like depressions between the small, probably wind-
blown ripples.
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Fig. 4. Change DDSs at three locations in Richardson crater. The 100 × 100 inset pictures are from HiRISE images (from left to right image No. 3175, 3386, 3597, 3742, 3953,
which were acquired at Ls = 210.6, 220.7, 230.9, 238.1, 248.5), showing the development of structures.

• During the late phase of the dark material’s movement, some-
times the source region became lighter, indicating possibly
that the dark material has moved away, leaving behind other
stuff, or that the source region became covered by whitish
frost again; or if only phase changes have caused the dark
color, the phase changed back again to the original state of
the source.

• The elongation of streaks takes place in the form of narrow,
2–10 m wide branches. They are usually the darkest at their
flow front, and get brighter upward with time. During their
advancement, in several cases the source region (the DDS it-
self) and the upward part of the streak become brighter as
time passes by. This observation may be related to some kind
of refreezing phenomena with a bright frost cover, or by the
cessation of any possible phase change that produced the orig-
inally dark color.

• On the bottom of the slopes, dark pond-like structures form
where the streaks arrive at a nearly horizontal surface, stop
their movement, and probably accumulate and/or seep into
the near surface ground.

Based on the analysis of morphology and its changes in time,
we have identified two subgroups of confined streaks, emanating
from dune spots: active and passive streaks (Fig. 3). We use the
term “active confined streak” for such streaks, which show evident
signs of gradual movement of dark fronts as the season passes
by (Fig. 4). In the case of “inactive confined streaks”, no similar
moving flow front was observable, and only the small and sepa-
rated dark parts became visible as the season passed by. With the
progress of the spring season, the dark areas grow, connect the
separated parts and form a continuous streak. By the end of this
coalescence, the passive streak gains similar appearance to an ac-

tive confined streak. The elongated morphology suggests that these
streaks have already moved in the past, possibly during different
climatic periods, but currently they only show a locally fixed dark-
ening without movement.

We have measured the movement speed of the flow fronts of
active streaks for several individual branches on subsequent im-
ages, where the same branch of certain slope streaks could be
firmly identified. The measured values were calculated for mar-
tian days (sols) as an average value, as if the whole movement
had happened during a full martian sol. If the theory described
in this paper can be applied, a thin liquid film of interfacial wa-
ter lubricates the grains. The resulting movement may take place
only during a small part of a martian day, probably when the tem-
perature and water content produce a sufficiently thick layer of
undercooled liquid interfacial water. Also freezing may cause ex-
pansion and failure inside the dunes’ structure (see Section 8.3).

The observed average motion speed of flow fronts has been es-
timated to be of up to 1.4 m/sol. There were many occasions where
the dark stuff did not move, or moved slower than 0.1 m/sol.
Where the movement was obvious, it usually happened on me-
ter scale distance on the average on a martian day (Fig. 5). This
suggests the presence of some critical limit above which the move-
ment took place, and that it happens at a reasonable distance.

7. Connection between temperature and morphology

We have analyzed average annual TES based surface tempera-
tures and the related morphology of the slope streaks. The three
observed craters were situated at different latitude, at 54, 68 and
72◦ S. As a result, during the springtime warming the average sur-
face temperature reaches certain values later in solar longitude for
locations farther from the equator. If the beginning of the dark
streaks’ movement takes place after the temperature has reached
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Fig. 5. Example images of active streaks from Russell crater. The three images from left to right represent subsequent HiRISE images No. 2482, 2548, 2904 which were
acquired at Ls = 178.9, 181.9 and 197.9 respectively. On the right a graphical representation is visible, showing the movement and its observed speed.

a critical value, it is expected that the movement starts later closer
to the south pole.

We have studied the annual temperatures (Figs. 6–8), with con-
tinuous TES based datasets, but regarding the images unfortunately
there is no continuous coverage of the whole spring period avail-
able. The first indications of streak movement can be observed
earlier in Richardson crater than in Russell crater, because for Rus-
sell no image is available for the critical period. So, it was not yet
possible to establish a direct relation between the first appearance
of streaks and the seasonal increase in temperatures.

The TES temperature values can be taken only as a rough
approach for the surface temperatures. Because of the compara-
tively low spatial resolution of the detector, it cannot resolve cer-

tain parts of the dark features, which may be warmer than the
measured “average” value. In spite of this restriction, the streaks’
movement started around the same temperature in Russell, the un-
named crater, and probably in Richardson crater too, but there the
situation is somewhat different, as described below in more de-
tail.

Analyzing the average annual temperature trend and the
changes in streaks’ morphology, the streaks appeared in Russell
and the unnamed crater when the temperature was between 180
and 200 K. In Richardson crater the situation is different: the first
indication of the slope streak movement there appeared on the
images acquired at Ls = 210.6, when the average temperature is
not much above the frost point of carbon dioxide. But the temper-
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Fig. 6. Temperature-morphology correlation for Dark Dune Spots and slope streaks
in Russell crater, with 100 × 100 m sized images of the same terrain are visi-
ble at top, where the number of HiRISE images from left to right are 2482–1255,
2548–1255, 2904–1255, which were acquired at Ls = 178.9, 181.8, 197.9 respectively.
At bottom the temperature curve is indicated (top curve: daytime, bottom curve:
nighttime values). Three vertical lines show the temperatures corresponding to the
three periods of seasons at the upper images.

Fig. 7. Temperature-morphology correlation for Dark Dune Spots and slope streaks
in an unnamed crater at 68S 2E. Three 50 × 50 m insets from HiRISE images are
visible up (from left to right image No. 3432, 3643, 3709, which were acquired at
Ls = 222.9, 233.2, 236.4 respectively) and TES based annual temperature values are
visible below.

ature curve has already started to rise, suggesting that there must
be warmer locations free of CO2 frost on the surface, but they are
probably below the limit of the spatial resolution. These warmer
small patches may be the dark features, because their much lower
albedo causes a warm-up in course of the increasing insolation.

In general, and based on TES temperature data, it can be stated
that during the movement of slope structures, a large part of the
surface (or the whole observed area) is free of carbon dioxide ice,
as the temperature of the dark slopes is above the CO2 freezing
point. At the same time, based on the images, frost covers most
of the terrains, so that frost is probably composed of water ice. As
a conclusion the dark slope streaks are active during a seasonal
phase when water ice is probably present and exposed to the sur-
face in the analyzed regions.

Fig. 8. Temperature-morphology correlation for Dark Dune Spots and slope streaks
in Richardson crater. Five 100 × 100 m insets from HiRISE images are visible up
(from left to right image No. 3175, 3386, 3597, 3742, 3953, which were acquired at
Ls = 210.6, 220.7, 230.9, 238.1, 248.5 respectively) and TES based annual tempera-
ture values are visible below, where daytime and nighttime temperatures form two
curves on the right.

Fig. 9. The “Sandwich model” of liquid interfacial water (layer thickness d) between
ice and surface of a mineral grain.

Because of the small number of available HiRISE images of the
slope movement phenomena and the lack of continuous data sets,
the exact determination of the appearance/disappearance of slope
structures is not yet possible. But several important conclusions
can already be drawn from the available images. Based on the
comparison of images and temperature data from different lati-
tudes, the flow-like (or rheologic) process seems to start when the
temperature is above the carbon dioxide frost point, around about
180–200 K. The movements usually take place on a meter scale
distance per day. The phenomenon of an undercooled liquid in-
terfacial water layer may help to understand these movements on
slopes, as described below.

8. Liquid interfacial water on Mars

Around hydrophilic mineral grains embedded in snow/ice,
a layer of liquid interfacial water must form between the min-
eral surface and the snow/ice (Möhlmann, 2008). The reason is the
freezing point depression due to the attractive pressure between
the surfaces of water-snow/ice and the mineral. This can also
for surfaces of ice (without a mineral counterpart) be described
in terms of “premelting” of ice (Dash et al., 2006) by attractive
van der Waals force acting upon the uppermost surface layers of
snow/ice (cf. Fig. 9).

This attractive van der Waals force FvdW, acting per area F
upon the surface of ice of volume V = Fd on a mineral surface
F is given in case of parallel interfaces by

FvdW = AIlm

6πd3
F . (1)
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Fig. 10. Frost point temperature (thick line) and minimum liquidus temperature (thin curve below) in dependence on the (log of the) number density N of water vapor
molecules (water molecules per cubic meter). The small area between the two curves is the “band of undercooled liquid interfacial water” (Möhlmann, 2008, in T–N-phase
space).

Fig. 11. Dependence of the thickness d [m] of the liquid interfacial water layer on the limiting temperature T l [K] of undercooled water to remain liquid for two Hamaker
constant values: A = 10−18 J (upper curve) and A = 10−19 J (lower curve).

AIlm is the Hamaker constant (Hamaker, 1937) for the interac-
tion of substances “I” (ice) and “m” (mineral) in presence of in-
terfacial water “l” in between. This force acts also between the
molecules of water ice at and very near to the surface of ice, which
therefore is prone to “premelting”. This configuration is described
schematically in Fig. 10. The related depressed freezing temper-
ature can in general be shown to be related to different acting
pressures, as interfacial melting (premelting) via FvdW, via curva-
ture melting in course of surface tension, and pressure melting via
(pL − pm)((ρS/ρL) − 1) by

ρSq
Tm − T

Tm
= A

6πd3
+ κσ + (pL − pm)

(
ρS

ρL
− 1

)
(2)

(cf. Dash et al., 2006; Wettlaufer and Worster, 2006). Tm is the
standard melting temperature, %T = Tm − T is called the freez-
ing point depression, q is the latent heat, ρ and p represent mass
density and pressure, respectively, and the indices L and S indicate
the solid (i.e. ice) and the liquid state.

The limiting minimum temperature of the liquid phase of the
water layer below the bulk melting temperature Tm is in case of
acting van der Waals forces only, given by

T = Tm

(
1− A

6πqρSd3

)
. (3)

Fig. 12. Minimum liquid layer temperature for A = 10–19 J (upper gray curve) and
A = 10–18 J (lower black curve) in dependence on the layer thickness d. Obviously,
liquid interfacial water of about two monolayers in thickness may for appropriate
surfaces exist down to about 150 K.

Fig. 11 shows the limiting minimum temperature for interfacial
water to remain liquid in dependence on layer thickness and for
the range of typical Hamaker constants in nature. As shown in
Fig. 12, interfacial water may exist down to about 150 K, as it
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Fig. 13. Li-, Na-, Ca-, and K-montmorillonites (exp.: thick lines, theor.: thin lines), according to experimental data of Anderson (1968) and by using Eq. (5). (a) Li-
montmorillonite reaches up to about 0.8 g/g (uppermost curve), (b) Na-montmorillonite reaches up to about 0.65 g/g (lower right curve), (c) Ca-montmorillonite reaches up
to about 0.55 g/g, and (d) K-montmorillonite (very similar to Ca-montmorillonite, b) reaches up to about 0.4 g/g (nearly overlapping curves in the middle).

has experimentally been verified by Pearson and Derbyshire (1974).
Furthermore, the existence of “unfrozen” water in subzero temper-
ature soils has also been demonstrated and studied by Anderson
(1968) and Anderson et al. (1973). Note that the thickness of the
layer of undercooled liquid interfacial water is often measured in
film-like “monolayers” (of 0.35 nm), which are to be understood as
an orienting average value, not as a stringent geometrical model

d =
(

ATm/6π
ρSq%T

)1/3

. (4)

This limiting temperature can get lowered in brines by adding
salts, which also tend to increase the thickness d of the layer.
Figs. 11 and 12 indicate that liquid interfacial water must exist
on Mars in a temperature band below the melting temperature.
These temperatures can be reached at polar latitudes at daytime
conditions and in the vicinity of the snow/ice interface above an
insolation-heated ground, and it can remain “stable” for hours un-
til the ice has left by daytime sublimation or until cooling starts at
late afternoon hours (cf. Fig. 12).

Comparatively high sub-surface temperatures, which may ap-
proach the melting point (with the consequence of possible tem-
porary melting) can be expected in course of effective cooling at
the surface of insolated ice/snow (due to sublimation and RI re-
radiation) but with heat accumulation in an insolation-absorbing
sub-surface, if the thermal conductivity is sufficient small. At least,
this will strengthen the possible appearance and amount of inter-
facial water.

Undercooled liquid interfacial water will be able to flow down-
hill on slopes, being that way a driver of rheologic processes, and
parts of it also may seep downward into the subsurface. This in-
filtrated water will refreeze in the cooler lower subsurface layers.
Resulting erosion can modify these layers, since ice is of an about
9% larger volume than the liquid interfacial water. The final result
will finally be a stress built-up in the upper subsurface. This may
lead to cracks, failures and erosive processes (cf. Fisher, 2005).

8.1. Liquid interfacial water in soil

The content of liquid interfacial water in porous soil of specific
surface SM , dry mass mdry and mass MH2O of liquid interfacial wa-
ter can simply be estimated via

am(T ,d) = MH2O(T ,d)
mdry

= ρH2OSMd = SMρH2O

(
ATm

6πqρS%T

)1/3

. (5)

Fig. 13 shows measured and modeled (by Eq. (5)) soil water
contents for four different montmorillonites. Obviously, the con-

Fig. 14. Geometric slope insulation situation.

tent of “microscopic”, better “nanometric”, liquid interfacial wa-
ter in frozen soil is a macroscopically relevant phenomenon. It
may well reach several 10%. This phenomenon is well known as
“unfrozen” water in terrestrial permafrost. Analogously to terres-
trial permafrost, undercooled liquid interfacial water can on Mars
preferably in springtime and after removal of the CO2-ice cover
evolve at sites of the water-ice covered parts of the polar caps in
course of their warming.

8.2. Rheologic phenomena (downslope flows)

The insolated but yet frozen and dark ground on slopes may
become the cause of a gravitationally driven flow-like down-slope
transport of the interfacial water, preferably between the translu-
cent covering water ice layer and the warmer ground, which is
heated by insolation (cf. Fig. 14) towards the melting point tem-
perature. The resulting layer of interfacial water will be able to
remain at or near to the melting temperature over longer time-
spans of hours or so, and thus it must form several monolayers of
undercooled liquid interfacial water (cf. Fig. 11). Thus, there can on
inclined surfaces, as slopes, form rheologic features as down-flow
phenomena. Fig. 14 illustrates that situation. The thickness of that
layer is the greatest at temperatures in the vicinity of the melting
temperature (cf. Fig. 11). Depending on grain sizes, that can in the
10 nm range (and less) become sufficient also for capillary effects
to get involved in this wetting and transport process.
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Fig. 15. Maximum diurnal downslope flow distance L [m] in dependence on slope
inclination (R = 10–5 m, ρP = 3000 kgm−3, ρW = 1000 kgm−3).

The flow of liquid interfacial water will be counteracted by fric-
tion within the liquid layer. The resulting stationary velocity v of
a particle of radius R within the liquid layer is given then by

v = 2R2(ρP − ρW )g sinα

9η
. (6)

The viscosity η is given by η = 1.38 × 10−3 Pa s (Rempel et al.,
2001), g is the gravitational acceleration on the surface, α is the
inclination of the slope, and ρP and ρW are the mass densities
of the particle and of the water, respectively. Obviously, diurnal
downslope flow distances up to about 1 m can be estimated to be
reachable in case of the above described slope model (Fig. 15).

Figs. 5–8 give examples of possibly related flow-like features on
a martian slope, as observed by HiRISE and studied in the view
of the propagation properties by A. Kereszturi et al. at Collegium
Budapest (Kereszturi et al., 2008). The diurnal progress is about
1 m, but these flow-like movements can, of course, be effective
over only a few hours a day. So, the real propagation velocity in
the few daily “active hours” is correspondingly larger. Probably, the
presence liquid interfacial water can also have an influence on its
optical properties by solving coloring chemical substances from the
solid subsurface materials, what can support the heating process
further.

8.3. Erosion and failure

In water-filled pores, refreezing of liquid undercooled interfa-
cial water ice will cause erosion. The phase change from liquid
water to ice results in volume increase (%V ) of about %V /V = 9%
and will cause a pressure or elastic stress in the ice/mineral ma-
trix. This stress can cause failure and cracks with erosive results.
Therefore, erosion advances in course of refreezing of interfacial
water, when the seasonal temperatures approach the local freez-
ing point temperature. In case of the presence of a water ice cover
of the surface, seepage and infiltration of interfacial water and its
refreezing in the subsurface will happen when the frost point tem-
perature will be reached daytime (in spring) and will decrease
below during nighttime.

The erosive stress τ due to refreezing water can be estimated
via

τ = E
1− 2ν

%V
V

. (7)

E is Young’s modulus, and ν is Poisson’s constant. Typical values
for snow and water ice are E ≈ (1–10) × 109 Pa, and ν ≈ 0.2–0.5
given by Mellon (1975). With %V /V = 0.09, this indicates that
the related stress can cause erosive destruction around 1 GPa.
For materials to fail by brittle structure, there is usually a linear

correlation between uniaxial compressive strength σ and Young’s
modulus with σ /E ≈ (2–3) × 10−3 (Mellon, 1975). Compressive
stresses are for snow between (1–10) MPa (Mellon, 1975). There-
fore, refreezing driven stresses can become the cause of erosive
destruction in ice/snow mixtures.

9. Conclusions

Based on observations, narrow, confined, dark slope streaks em-
anate from Dark Dune Spots during local spring at the observed
three craters. These streaks always start from features called Dark
Dune Spots, they stretch and move downward, and follow the
topography of the depressions between the small scale ripples,
producing a branching pattern. Gravity-driven processes can let
streaks grow in time, with a speed up to 1.4 m/sol, as derived from
observations. This agrees in the order of magnitude with model es-
timates. These movements were observed when the temperature
was above the carbon dioxide frost point, and up to ∼250 K, sug-
gesting that this process is not related to carbon dioxide frost and
therefore is possibly connected to liquid interfacial water, if water
ice is inside the spots. After the darkening of a certain surface area,
brightening may follow as the dark flow front has passed by, prob-
ably by refreezing of frost, or the phase change of surface material.
Unfortunately today only CRISM data has enough spatial resolution
to analyze the possible presence of water ice inside spots, but the
publicly available data does not meet the required locations and
seasonal periods together.

Taking the assumption that water ice is present inside the
spots, interfacial water driven process may produce the observed
phenomena. Based on thermodynamics, it can be stated, that in-
terfacial liquid water must, at least temporarily, be present on the
martian surface, particularly in the shrinking and warming sea-
sonal water ice covered terrain. Rheologic, flow-like phenomenon
at inclined surfaces, which are caused by liquid interfacial water
between a covering ice sheet and the warmed-up mineral surface
are therefore to be expected to happen on present Mars. As a re-
sult, interfacial water may produce change in the appearance of
the dune’ surface by 1. seeping and causing sublimation of sur-
face frost cover, 2. by produce sliding of lubricated grains above
each other and 3. by refreezing produced stress and movement
in the grain structure. Our computations and model show that
such processes are reasonable under the present surface conditions
and satisfactorily interpret the observed movement of springtime
streaks. The presence of interfacial water at the observed features
even may have astrobiological consequences (Horvath et al., 2001;
Ganti et al., 2003; Pocs et al., 2004; Szathmary et al., 2007) too.
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